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Introduction
Addition of correspondence, reports, publications, minutes, committee files, and miscellaneous records.

Box List

Box 1
A memo to members of the Michigan chapter of CDS from Kathryn Gervasi, Regional Coordinator for Educational Partnerships, concerning their forthcoming meeting on Jan. 20, 1995. (dated Jan. 12)
A document from the District Director, Internal Revenue Service, Chicago, Ill.
   Concerning the CDS Scholarship Charitable Trust, and its status as a 501 (c) (3) organization – submitted by Nan Booth. (dated June 14, 1993)
Newsletters dated Dec. ’93, July ’93, & Jan ’94 from the Urban Section, CDS
Newsletters dated Feb. ’92, & Feb ’94 of Wisconsin Chapter, CDS
“Reflections,” a newsletter for leaders and officeholders in the Society. Sept. ’92 & Jan ’93
Accession documents from Nancy Lankford, Asso. Dir. Western Historical Manuscript Collection, Univ. of MO
“Implementation Plan” of the Vision and Goals of CDS prepared by the Goals & Policies Committee, Sam Burns, Chair. His covering letter to CDS officers requests critique in advance of the annual meeting at Saskatoon in 1991.
Abstracts from the annual meeting at Milwaukee in 1993.
An envelope of materials, including the final report of the local arrangements committee for the 1994 annual meeting at Lincoln, Neb.
Proposed constitutional amendment (1993) with covering letter by Delmar Yoder. Also includes instructions for voting for officers for the Society.
Program for the annual meeting at Milwaukee, 1993.
Bulletin and guidelines on “Certification” by Peggy Hickman, Chair, CDS Certification Council, April 1993
Memo to Board members, committee and section chairs from Sam Burns, President, concerning agenda for meeting at San Antonio, March 13 & 14, 1993.
Invitation to ‘Festival of CDS’ to all Chairs, from Jane Leonard, Milwaukee, July 1993.
CDS conference evaluation results, 1993 annual meeting at Milwaukee
A booklet, “CD in Colleges and Universities of the US” by Donald L. Beran, Univ. of MO 1967.
Memo to Jerry Wade from Delmar Yoder confirming change of CDS registered corporate agent, from Lee Cary to Wade, April 1993.

*Vanguard,* June 1994

List of names: CDS Founding Committee, 17.

List of names of Founding Members of CDS, 400.

Call for Presenters for 1995 annual meeting at Fayetteville, Ark. 1995.

Announcement for 1994 annual meeting, Lincoln, Neb.

“CD Practice” #2 for 1994. #4 for 1995

Program for 1995 annual meeting at Fayetteville, Ark.

Papers and documents in preparation for Fall 1993 Board meeting

Request for official recognition for the Minnesota Chapter of CDS, from Jane Leonard to Kris Kauth, Feb. 1991

Report to the Board from Goals and Policies committee, Bernie Jones, Chair, July 1992

Update of election process for the Society, prepared as an article for the *Vanguard*, 1993

Form for submitting names of potential nominees for offices in CDS, 1993

Form for nominees to respond to questions about the Society, 1992

Letter to Society members from Donna Sweeney, President in 1985, inviting participation in any of the interest Sections organized at the Louisville meeting of the previous summer. (2)

A list of responsibilities for committee chairs, n.d.

Sample handbook for standing committees, Board Liaison July 1992

Proposed realignment of duties for the vice-president and president-elect: a memo to eight former presidents, from Kris Kauth, July 1992

Constitution of the CDS (one copy 1969) rewritten to comply with the “Not For Profit Corporation Law” of the State of Missouri, Chapt. 355, Revised Statutes, 1986

Business meeting notes from the annual meeting at Charleston, SC 1992.

List of committee chairs 1992-1993

Report to the Board from Duane L. Gibson, Archivist, July 1992, along with a copy of the guidelines for submitting materials to the CDS Archives.

Papers from 1992 annual meeting: Community Health Development – Frameworks for Action, Peggy Hickman; Report of CDS Scholarship Charitable Trust, Nan Booth; and an evaluation form for the Charleston SC conference.

Memo from Duane Olsen to former CDS Board members concerning the celebration of 25 years of progress, at the Lincoln Neb. annual meeting 1994

Misc. correspondence: From Sam Burns to Edi Pigg and Mary Leuci – Developing an historical video, 1994; From Sam Burns to Harold Baker and Bill Kimball on contacting previous Board members, 1994; From John Gulick to Duane Gibson concerning the Archives, Nov. 1993; From John Gulick to Jim Bantin concerning the Archives, 1994; and from Sam Burns to Harold Baker and Bill Kimball concerning the 25th Celebration activities at Lincoln, 1994


*CDS Journal: Vol* 26 #2, 1995

Program for the 28th annual meeting of CDS to be held at Melbourne, Australia July, 1996

Folder of materials collected by John Gulick containing: 1989 and 1991 reports from
Duane Gibson, Archivist; notices to Gibson from Nancy Lankford with accession numbers to the collection; earlier reports to the Board from Duane Gibson; correspondence between the archivist and Nancy Lankford; misc. reports of materials submitted to the Archives; a letter of transmittal from John Gulick to Jim Bantin, Oct. 1995

An announcement for the First edition of “National Guide to Funding for Community Development”, and other related publications

Announcements from Heartland Center for Leadership Development, Lincoln Neb.: Advanced Skills Workshop, March 1996; A conference on Cultivating Community Success – Strategic Lessons from Community Assessment, June 1996; and the 5th annual Jackson Hole Institute for CD professionals and practitioners, to held at Snow King Resort, Jackson, Wyo. Oct. 10-14 1996


Realignment

Supplementary Archival report for July 1996

Materials submitted by Hugh Denney

Minutes of CDS Board meetings

Boise, Ida. Aug. 1, 2, & 5, 1976;
St. Louis, Mo. Nov. 11, & 12, 1976;
Florence, Ky. Apr. 14, 1977;
Bloomington, Minn. Nov. 9 & 10, 1977; and
St. Louis, Mo. Apr. 20 – 21, 1978

Letter from Glen Pulver to CDS Board members with documents in preparation for their Nov. meeting at St. Louis, 1976

CDS Constitution and Bylaws with Policies & Operational Guidelines, Sept. 1986